Listed below are contacts for each Academic Program

**TRANSFER & GENERAL PROGRAMS**

### LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES

**GENERAL STUDIES**

Including students applying for:
- Nursing, Radiologic Tech, Respiratory Care,
- Physical Therapist Assistant

See Center for Academic Planning and Student Success Advisors (CAPSS)
- Carleton, William K522 575-8026
- Carrington, Erika K520 575-8025
- Goulet, Bonnie K520 575-8025
- Houlihan, Susan K520 596-2164
- Johnson, Samuel K520 575-8025
- Latella, Terry K519 575-8025
- Tucker, Yvette K520 575-8025

**ALLIED HEALTH & NURSING PROGRAMS**

Faculty advisor assigned after acceptance to programs (restricted)
Pre-nursing advisors also in CAPSS- see above

**CT CCNP (R.N.)**
- Guerin, Judy F303 596-8628
- Beaufret, Patricia F108 596-2156

**PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT (restricted)**
- Gangaway, Janet F117 596-2168
- Beaufret, Patricia F108 596-2156

**RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY (restricted)**
- Martone, Mark F120 575-8266
- Santos, Tony F107 596-2128

**RESPIRATORY CARE TECHNICIAN (restricted)**
- Guerrera, Margaret F119 596-8662
- Anderson, Susan F106 596-2129

If you cannot find an advisor for your Allied Health or nursing major, contact Dr. Carol Gabriele, Associate Dean of Health Sciences and Director of Nursing, F111, 596-8734.

### LABSS (LIBERAL ARTS AND BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES)

**ARTS AND HUMANITIES PROGRAMS**

**BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE**
- O'Donnell, Kim K601 575-8052
- Tiru, Angela K617b 596-2194
- Venuk, Larry E310 596-8643

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**
- Ekquist-Lechner, Karla K602 596-2102
- McGary, Nikki K602 596-2103
- Program Coordinator Ormond, Earl K609 596-8605
- Warnin, Beth K601 596-8735

**DIGITAL ARTS TECHNOLOGY**
- Program Coordinator Leite, Ray L305 575-8152

**DRUG & ALCOHOL RECOVERY COUNSELOR (DARC)**
- Program Coordinator Valentre, Sandra K610b 596-8655

**EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION**
- Gregory, Lori K402b 596-8664
- Program Coordinator Meo, Cindy K402a 596-2107

**ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (ESL)**
- Ball, Karlene E500 575-8156

**HUMAN SERVICES**
- Cocchiola-Meyer, Christi K600d 575-8284
- Leblanc, Kathleen K617a 596-8616

**VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS**

**ART**
- Lebel, Amanda S401c 575-8176

**DANCE (Dept. Chair)**
- Boyd, Megan A403 575-8179

**MUSIC**
- Hareli, Gilad A504 575-8039

**THEATER**
- Brätt, Sasha A301 575-8038

If you cannot find an advisor for your Behavioral/Social Science major, contact Dr. Lisa Drednher, Assoc. Dean of Liberal Arts & Behavioral & Social Sciences K600, 575-8004

**BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES**

**ACCOUNTING**
- Labet, Michael E630 596-2132
- Colvin, Scott E629 575-8149
- Solomon, Elma E613 596-2180

**AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN**
- Schnubel, Mark T523 596-8796

**AVIATION SCIENCE**
- Holmes, Mitchell E601a 575-8117

**COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS**
- Chak, Joseph T636 596-8781
- Cisek, Peter T637 575-8198
- Eddy, Sandra T635 596-2130
- Sainz, Joseph E612 596-2181

**FINANCE**
- Marotti, Donna E602b 596-8683

**FIRE TECHNOLOGY AND ADMINISTRATION**
- See Mitchell Holmes or Slagle, Charly L312 cslagle@nv.edu

**LEGAL ASSISTANT/PARALEGAL**
- Clough, David T632 596-8744
- Taylor, Kathy E616 575-8279

**MANAGEMENT**
- Perkins, Duane T639 596-2133
- Bage, Robyn Jay E602a 596-8786
- Marotti, Donna E602b 596-8683

**MARKETING**
- Marotti, Donna E602b 596-8683

If you cannot find an advisor for your Business major, contact *Mitchell Holmes,* Division Director, E601A, 575-8117

**STEM (Science/Technologies/Engineering/Math)**

**MATH/SCIENCE (Dept. Chair)**
- Benzi, Pete E426 596-2138
- Burt, Harold E411c 596-2147
- Cummings, Del E428 596-8701
- Pettinico, Sandra E404 596-2161
- Sackett, Rachel (Science) E418b 596-2140
- Litwinko, Deborah E408 596-2127
- Wampler, Jane (Math) E418a 596-2160

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE**
- Donaldson, Cynthia E314 596-8703

**LANDSCAPING AND HORTICULTURE**
- Tuccio, Christopher E424 596-8634

**MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY**
-ッチ, Christopher E424 596-8634

**COMPUTER-AIDED DRAFTING/DESIGN**
- D’Amore, Deirdre T619 575-8014

**ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY**
- Dagan-McGee, Kristen L. T616 596-8748

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY**
- Sharma, Narendra T611 596-8889

If you cannot find an advisor for your STEM major contact Dr. Peter Angelastro, Division Director, T618 & E411, 596-8690

**Danbury Campus**

Assistant Directors of Admissions
- Charris, Martha (203) 437-9638
- Farrell, Scott (203) 437-9653

If you are a student in Danbury and cannot find an advisor for your major, contact Antonio Santiago, Associate Dean (203)437-9637